






Draft Preston Market Plan 

Submission from   
I value the opportunity to present some feedback on the draft Preston market plan and look forward 
to hearing that my concerns have been taken into consideration and acted upon. 

Building Heights  
I am dismayed that the plan from the VPA (Victorian Planning Authority) includes building heights of 
up to 20 stories within the Central Preston area.  

We have any number of developments in the Darebin area that are already pushing the boundaries 
of height and poor quality. 

There is abundant research advocating that tall buildings have many negative impacts on the 
liveability of their adjacent public and private spaces. 

No more than 4 stories should be accepted in central Preston. 

The demonstrated focus on building low grade, bland, rapidly degrading revenue boxes in the sky is 
only returning profits for the developers. It offers our community nothing in return.  

We must resist another Box Hill type of situation in central Preston. 

From my perspective I think we are missing a real opportunity to show some leadership on what 
thoughtful urban planning really can look like. 

How about we approach it from the European low-rise model, I am thinking of cities such as 
Copenhagen which really value the built form from a community perspective this leads to 
developments that provide style, sophistication, distinction and value to the entire community for 
generations to come.  

We should no longer accept the status quo with regard to the standard of design that is apparent in 
our community, we need to be brave and insist upon world class design of our buildings and publicly 
accessible spaces 

With vision and leadership central Preston could become a shining example of an urban community 
oasis. 

Market Character 
My understanding is that the plan acknowledges the need to retain the operation, character and 
heritage of the market. I have real concerns that the draft planning controls require only that a fresh 
food market is retained, how will that maintain the diversity of the market with stalls today offering 
dried food products, baked goods, fast foods, variety goods, services, etc. 



In my view the markets cultural and heritage significance will not be protected by the proposed 
plans. 

I would lament the area becoming another closed in shopping mall or similar (we have one in 
Northland and many more than one could count within a 5km radius). The market must retain its 
open-air character.  There should be no buildings on top of the market or closely surrounding it. 

To my knowledge we only have 4 vibrant open-air markets in Melbourne, these precious community 
assets must be sustained, valued and protected for the entire community for generations to come. 

The market is loved in its present form not only by the local community members but also by many 
patrons from wider catchment areas. These people clearly value the open nature of the current 
market. This became abundantly clear to me when the 5km lockdowns were in place, the market 
was much less patronised, but as soon as the 5km limit was lifted, people were back in droves. 

The existing traders must be prioritised and supported while ensuring new traders will be also able 
to access the facility, the community depends on a situation where the stall lease costs are 
affordable for stallholders and remain so into the future. 

 
Yours truly, 
 






